Bike Park Rules
The Bike Park is operated by Geländefahrrad Aachen e.V.
Following rules have to consider:
1. Only members OR guest card holders of the Geländefahrrad Aachen e.V. are
permitted to use the Bike Park.
2. Member card or guest card owner have to show responsible person (Geländefahrrad
Aachen e.V. OR Forest Ranger City of Aachen) unrequested at any time.
3. Member under 14 years use the bike park accompanied by a parent/guardian or with
their written consent in the presence of an appropriate instructor. From the age of 14
unaccompanied using of the written consent of parents or guardians is needed.
4. The entering and driving in the Bike Park is at your own risk. The user is obliged
under mutual consideration. Users are fully aware of the risks through the use of the
Bike Park.
5. The Bike Park may be used only during the day (sunrise to sunset).
6. The Bike Park must be navigated only downhill.
7. Race of any kind are prohibited.
8. During storm or thunder, the routes may not be used. With typical forest hazards is to
be expected at any time. Your behaviour is to match that.
9. Use a helmet and it is recommended to carry additional accessories (knee, elbow and
back protector).
10. The bicycle must be capable and workable to use the Bike Park
11. The driver must be in a good physical condition to use the Bike Park.
12. The selection of tracks should be in the riders behaviour and personal driving skills as
well as in personal driving experience.
13. Before the first run, the rider has to prove the tracks. Before any repetition, check the
condition of the track again and possible dangers (brocken branches, fallen trees).
14. Respect a required safety distance is to the rider a head. Firs come, first serve (right
of way!). Weaker riders may not be afflicted.
15. It is not allowed to leave the marked trails.
16. Signs and markings must be observed.
17. On forest roads out of respect of such as school classes, other cyclists, walkers,
hikers and dogs etc..
18. Reduce the speed at blind bends or bad sight.
19. The building of new or changing existing obstacles is prohibited.
20. Garbage is to take and do not put in the park.
21. Follow the instructions of the responsible Club Members.

